
Nanolytik® NanoSpec Double is a double beam spectrometer which offers furthermost in 
resolution and sensitivity. 
The wide dynamic range and perfect other specifications make the NanoSpec the best UV instrument 
for the most demanding applications such as quantitative analyses, kinetics, wavelength scanning, 
multiple componendts and DNA/Protein analysis. Nanolytik® NanoSpec Double provides excellent 
performance sealed optics mounted on a stable machined platform. The two detectors are used to 
measure sample and refrence respectively and simultaneously for optimizing measurement 
Accuracy. NanoSpec Double can be also controlled by our software through the USB port.

NanoSpec Double

Optical System    Double Beam (1200Lines/mm Grating)

Wavelength Range    190 to 1100 nm

Bandwidth     0.5/ 1.0/ 2.0/ 4.0 nm (choose one with the order))

Wavelength Accuracy   ± 0.3 nm

Wavelength Repeatability    0.2 nm

Photometric Accuracy   ± 0.3%T

Photometric Repeatability   0.2%T

Photometric Range    -0.3-3A, 0-200%T, 0-9999C

Stability     ± 0.002A/h @ 500 nm

Baseline Flatness    ± 0.001A/h

Noise      ± 0.001A/h

Data Output Port     USB

Printer Output Port    Parallel Port

Display      320x240 Dots LCD

Light source     Duterium (D2) & Tungsten (W) Halogen Lamps

Detector     Silicon Photodiode

Innovative design and

long term stability and durability

Full A4 print-out of graphs and tables of results

Realtime clock for date and time stamping of results

Large LCD display

Best device for micro volume sample tests

state of the art monochromator with high grade blazed holographic grating

Our precisely aligned detector and quality deuterium and halogen lamps enhance the

 precision across the UV-Vis spectrum starting from 190 nm into near infrared.
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Scanning UV-Visible Spectrophotometer

Advantages

Includes
Spectrophotometer, Mains Lead, Dust Cover, Operation Manual, Software Manual, 

Glass 1 Set of 4, Quartz Cuvettes . 1 Set of 2, Software Kit (Disc 1+ USB Lead 1+ Dongle 1)



PC Control Software as Standard

Multi-Wavelength
Up to 32 wavelength can be selected and multiple samples can be 

measured.

Quantitative, Coefficient Method (Standard Curve)
Use up to 32 standards to establish standard curve and Four methods 

for fitting a curve:

Linear fit

Linear througn zero

Square fit

Segmented

DNA/Protein Test
Concentration and DNA purity are Quickly and easily calculated: 

Absorbance ratios 260nm/280nm with optional subtracted absorbance 

at 320nm. 

DNA Concentration =62.9 x A260 - 36.0 x A280 

Protein Concentration =1552 x A260 - 757.3 x A280

 

Kinetics
This mode may be used for time course scanning or reaction rate 

calculations. Abs. vs. time graphs are displayed on the screen in real 

time. Wait time and measurement time up to 12 hours may be entered with 

time intervals of 0.5, 1, 2, 5, 10, 30 secs and 1 min. Post-run 

manipulation includes re-scaling, curve tracking and selection of the 

part of the curve required for the rate calculation. Rate is calculated 

using a linear regression algorithm before multiplying by the entered 

factor.

Wavelength Scanning
The wavelength scan intervals are 0.1, 0.2, 0.5, 1, 2, 5 nm, and Hi, 

Medium and Low scan speeds are available. Scan speeds vary from 100 

to 23000 nm/min. Wavelengths are scanned from high to low so that the 

instrument waits at high wavelength. This minimizes the degradation of 

UV sensitive samples. Precise control of filter and lamp changes means 

that their effects are not seen on the final scan. Post-run manipulation 

includes re-scaling axes, curve tracking and peak picking.
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